We present extensive Monte Carlo simulations, showing that cold antihydrogen ( H) atoms are produced when antiprotons ( p) are gently heated in the side wells of a nested Penning trap. The observed H with high energies, that had seemed to indicate otherwise, are instead explained by a surprisingly effective charge-exchange mechanism. We shed light on the previously measured field-ionization spectrum, and reproduce both the characteristic low-field power law as well as the enhanced H production at higher fields. The latter feature is shown to arise from H atoms too deeply bound to be described as guiding center atoms, atoms with internally chaotic motion.
The observation of cold antihydrogen by ATHENA [1] and ATRAP [2, 3] ushered in a flurry of theoretical work [4 -8] that aimed to better understand the properties of these atoms, and the conditions under which they would form and ionize in external fields. Nonetheless, no mechanisms for understanding two central features of subsequent measurements have emerged. First, ATRAP measured [9] a surprisingly high velocity for antihydrogen atoms traveling along the magnetic field direction (open circles in Fig. 1 ), despite a H production method in which p were given just enough energy to pass through a positron (e ) plasma [3] . Second, ATRAP's field-ionization method [10] showed that the number of such atoms that survived an electric field F, parallel to the magnetic field B, decreases initially as F ÿ2 (open circles in Fig. 2 ), for atoms appropriately described in the guiding center approximation (GCA) [11] . Also unexplained is a relatively enhanced production of more deeply bound H [10] . Both unexplained features have important implications for the long term goal to trap ground state H for spectroscopy [12] . Enhanced production of H atoms closer to the desired ground state is good, while higher H velocities hurt prospects for H trapping in the very shallow traps that can be constructed.
In this Letter, we propose that the observed high H velocities arise from charge exchange of low-energy H atoms with fast p in the side wells of the nested Penning trap. Using simulations, we demonstrate that this process occurs with large probability, implying that initially formed H atoms are much slower than observed. The simulations reproduce both the observed low-fieldionization spectrum and the enhanced production of more deeply bound states. Based on the GCA, we can explain the observed F ÿ2 spectrum for low ionization field within a simple, intuitive two-step model. The enhanced production of deeply bound H, on the other hand, is found to be linked to the increasingly chaotic internal H motion, such that the GCA and the assumption of infinite p mass break down. The high rate mechanism for producing cold H atoms in a nested Penning trap is three-body capture of e by p in which a second e is needed to conserve energy and momentum [13, 14] . Early B ! 1 calculation [11] [4] and approximation of experimental geometries [7] and non-GCA effects [5, 6, 10] . However, no understanding of either the field ionization or the higher than expected H velocities emerged.
Here we propose solutions to these outstanding questions and verify them with classical Monte Carlo simulations. As is appropriate for low p number and high e density, we neglect the pp interaction and calculate the classical dynamics of a single p traveling through the e plasma, as in [4, 11] . Since collective excitations do not significantly affect the recombination process, only the e dynamics in a finite cubic box centered around a moving p is considered. The e are randomly injected into the box according to a phase space distribution at the temperature T e . The launching of e stops as soon as the p has traveled long enough to escape the e cloud, after which we slowly ramp-up the electric field to determine the value F at which the H ionizes. Because of disparate time scales in the cyclotron, magnetron, and axial motions, serious numerical challenges require a two-tier numerical strategy. First, a straightforward GCA calculation freezes out the e cyclotron motion [4] . Second, a full numerical simulation relies on a symplectic integrator [5] but with a time-coordinate transformation and improved partitioning of the Hamiltonian [15] . These computational advances allow us to describe the long-time dynamics of very deeply bound atoms (e.g., Fig. 3) , and also to investigate the range of validity of the GCA.
The field-ionization spectrum from the exact calculation compares well to experimental observations [10] (Fig. 2) . The GCA reproduces the observed F ÿ2 dependence at low F, but deviates significantly from the observations at large F. (The implications for the field-ionization spectrum due to charge-exchange are discussed later in the text.) The simulations show that atoms form in a two-step process. A e is initially captured at the edge of the kinetic bottleneck [binding energy of a few k B T e below which reionization is suppressed [11] ] and subsequently driven down in a single deexciting collision.
This two-step process allows us to derive the observed low-field F ÿ2 behavior within the GCA. After the initial step, the GCA atoms formed near the bottleneck and in thermal equilibrium with the surrounding p plasma, have energies E i with densities per unit energy W eq E i . The one-way collisional rate of transitions out of equilibrium to a final energy E f below the bottleneck is proportional to 
FIG. 3 (color online)
. Typical e example of a small-GCA atom (a), a small-non-GCA atom (b), and an intermittent chaotic trajectory (c). z is along the B field axis, and x 2 y 2 1=2 is the transverse coordinate.
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The minimum ionization field and binding energy of GCA atoms scale, respectively, as F = 2 z 2 m 3=2 [6] and E / 1= 2 z 2 m p , where z m denotes the amplitude of the axial bounce motion -for z m < , the radius at which an H atom ionizes scales as F ÿ1=2 [6] . Upon a coordinate transformation [16] , we obtain the ionization field distribution PFdF F ÿ" b 1=2 dF. Thus, the total number of atoms surviving a given ionization field is N F / R 1 FF ÿ" b 1=2 dF F ÿ2 . For more deeply bound atoms, the complete simulation reveals intermittent chaos [16] that the GCA cannot describe. The e undergoes chaotic motion while trapped close to the p, interrupted by elliptical e excursions [see Fig. 3(c) ]. Importantly, the GCA and non-GCA atoms formed with small transverse sizes are quite different. In the GCA case, we find that small-atoms are typically elongated in the axial direction [ Fig. 3(a) ]. Within our exact calculations, the strong coupling between the cyclotron, magnetron and axial motions fills a nearly spherical volume in phase space, leading to tightly bound and nearly spherical states [ Fig. 3(b) ], which survive large ionization fields. The net result is a departure from the F ÿ2 behavior, shown in Fig. 2 and observed in the measurement. As previously anticipated [10] , there is now convincing evidence in theory that ATRAP has detected H atoms too deeply bound to be described by the GCA.
Thus far, we assumed low axial kinetic p energies of a few meV, as might be expected from gently heating the p in the side wells of the nested trap until they have just enough energy to pass through the e plasma [3, 9] . This, however, is in marked contrast to the observed oscillating-field spectrum, which is consistent with a monoenergetic velocity distribution of 200 meV [9] (Fig. 1) . We propose instead a new interpretation -that low energy H are produced, and subsequent charge exchange with fast p in the side wells of the nested Penning trap yields the high velocity atoms that were observed.
Could the fractional probability for charge-exchange of slow Rydberg H atoms with fast p ions in a magnetic field be large? In the field-free hydrogen-proton chargeexchange collision, the cross section increases as n 4 , where n is the principal quantum number of the target state [18] . For large B, where n is no longer a good quantum number, calculations are scarce. There is one example [18] , in which extremely large capture cross sections, 10 ÿ10 cm 2 , were predicted for Rydberg electron capture from an n 28 state in a B 4 T field. Scaling to Rydberg states near n 100 gives a cross section that is at least 2 orders of magnitude larger. A microcanonical distribution of an infinitely massive atom for the initial target states was assumed in [18] . Here, we instead calculate the charge-exchange cross section for each microscopic internal and translational atomic state as produced by our preceding simulation of the capture process. 
to be compared to the fraction of detectable slow H atoms 1 ÿ P cx . The H travel time through the p cloud is d=v H . The velocity dependent detection efficiency v H is calculated by assuming transverse thermal diffusion at 4.2 K and a detection solid angle of 2=100 [3] . As shown in Fig. 4(b) , for a typical v H , a considerable fraction P cx = P cx 1 ÿ P cx of H atoms are fast atoms produced in charge exchange.
The average charge-exchange probability is almost independent of the target H ionization field [ Fig. 4(b) ]. Additionally, the charge exchange broadens the final ion- 
